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Abstract: The establishment of an accurate battery model is of great significance to improve the reliability of 
electric vehicles (EVs). However, the battery is a complex electrochemical system with hardly observable and 
simulatable internal chemical reactions, and it is challenging to estimate the state of battery accurately. This 
paper proposes a novel flexible and reliable battery management method based on the battery big data 
platform and Cyber-Physical System (CPS) technology. First of all, to integrate the battery big data resources 
in the cloud, a Cyber-physical battery management framework is defined and served as the basic data platform 
for battery modeling issues. And to improve the quality of the collected battery data in the database, this work 
reports the first attempt to develop an adaptive data cleaning method for the cloud battery management issue. 
Furthermore, a deep learning algorithm-based feature extraction model, as well as a feature-oriented battery 
modeling method, is developed to mitigate the under-fitting problem and improve the accuracy of the cloud-
based battery model. The actual operation data of electric buses is used to validate the proposed 
methodologies. The maximum data restoring error can be limited within 1.3% in the experiments, which 
indicates that the proposed data cleaning method is able to improve the cloud battery data quality effectively. 
Meanwhile, the maximum SoC estimation error in the proposed feature-oriented battery modeling method is 
within 2.47%, which highlights the effectiveness of the proposed method. 

Keywords: electric vehicles; battery energy storage; Cyber-physical battery management system; big data; 
deep learning. 

 

1. Introduction 

With the depletion of fossil fuels and the deterioration of the environment, in recent years, the electric 
vehicles (EVs) have been identified as a new alternative means of transportation [1]. Many governments and 
companies are forced to pay more attention to the promotion of EVs for reducing greenhouse gas, PM2.5 
emissions and fossil fuel consumption [2]. The power battery is one of the most important, expensive and 
delicate systems in EVs, and the efficiency of its management system influence the total economy of EVs directly 
[3]. So to encourage the promotion of EVs, it is necessary to develop an effective battery management method 
[4]. 

In the most existing literature, the platform of the State of Charge (SoC) estimator is the battery 
management system (BMS) in vehicles (V-BMS), and the model training data are generally derived from the 
historical behaviors of a single EV. However, the battery is a complex electrochemical system with hardly 
observable or simulatable chemical reactions [5, 6], so it is challenging to estimate the state of battery accurately 
with insufficient training data set and limited BMS calculation ability [7]. Fortunately, the development of the 
calculation and communication technology, especially the cloud platform [8, 9] and the artificial intelligence 
algorithm [10], brings a bright prospect to this issue. The concept of EV cloud was proposed in [11] to collect 
the battery data and estimate the driving range of EVs. The road test results showed the estimated error in the 
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established EV cloud can be limited within 3.33%, which can help drivers overcome range anxiety significantly. 
The big data and cloud calculation technology were also employed in Yang Zhao's work [12] to monitor the 
battery system of EVs. The experiment results indicated that the proposed methods can diagnose the fault and 
defect of battery system effectively. However, to the authors’ best knowledge, there is no published work for 
cloud platform technology applied to vehicle battery management issue. Generally, there are two main 
obstacles that keep the concept of cloud-based battery management system from being popular: (i). The high 
mobility of vehicles results in low stability of the data communication system, thus the quality of the collected 
cloud battery data is not satisfactory. (ii). The dynamic characteristics of battery system is difficult to be 
simulated by conventional data mining algorithm because of serious under-fitting problem. 

The data cleaning can improve data quality significantly and is an indispensable process for the cloud 
platform [13, 14]. The missing data imputation is the most crucial technology in data cleaning, and many 
missing data imputation methods applied in different cloud platforms have been studied in recent years. A 
statistical model based data cleaning method was presented in literature [15] to improve the quality of sensor 
data in the database. The simulation results indicated that the incomplete and erroneous data can be identified 
and restored by the proposed method successfully. The time series analysis method was used in Junjing Yang's 
research [16] to impute the building energy consumption data, and the proposed method was validated 
accurately by real scenario experiments. However, different from the sensor and energy system, the battery and 
vehicle itself are a physical system with a definite mathematical model [17]. The conventional statistical model 
and time-series analysis method are not able to simulate the characteristics of the battery and vehicle system 
vividly, so the performance is not always as expected.  

On the other hand, it is also challenging to build an accurate cloud-based battery data mining model. In 
recent years, many researchers have devoted themselves to developing a satisfactory big data driven battery 
model based on various artificial intelligence algorithms, such as the Backing Propagation Neural Network [18], 
Support Vector Machine [19], Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) [20] and Naive Bayes Regression algorithm 
[21]. Most of the existing researches mainly focus on the over-fitting problem in the battery modeling process, 
the structure and the training method of the network are improved again and again to enhance the model 
capacity [22, 23]. In our previous work, the ELM algorithm is used to model the battery [7]. However, we found 
that the under-fitting problem poison the ELM algorithm-based battery model seriously. The reason is that the 
battery is a complex system, and the conventional machine learning algorithm is difficult to capture the battery 
external characteristic accurately. 

Keeping in the view of above issues, this paper proposes a novel cloud-based battery management method 
on the basis of the big data platform and Cyber-Physical system (CPS). The key contributions are as follows: (1). 
To overcome the difficulty of limited data volume and calculating ability available in V-BMS, we make the first 
attempt to introduce the concept of CPS into vehicle battery management issues; (2). A novel adaptive data 
cleaning method is proposed to improve the quality of the collected cloud battery data, in which the General 
Regression Neural Network (GRNN) algorithm and cross-validation technology are employed to simulate the 
dynamic characteristics of the battery; (3). To improve the accuracy of the cloud-based battery data mining 
model and mitigate the under-fitting problem, a deep learning algorithm-based battery feature extraction 
method, as well as a feature-oriented battery modeling method, is developed in the paper. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the framework of the proposed cyber-
physical battery management system. The proposed adaptive fast cloud battery data cleaning method and 
feature-oriented battery modeling method are presented in Section 3 and 4, respectively. Results and discussion 
are provided in Section 5, followed by concluding remarks in Section 6. 

2. The Cyber-physical battery management system 

The CPS is a multi-resources integration system that can utilize the computing resources and physical 
environment information effectively [24]. The CPS technology is of great significance to the complex system 
control issue and has been widely used in many fields, such as intelligent home [25], big data center [26], cloud 
calculation [27], etc. To improve the performance of the traditional battery management system, in this section, 
on the basis of CPS technology, a novel cyber-physical battery management framework is proposed. As shown 
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in Fig. 1, the whole system is divided into three parts: the physical world, the cyber system and the 
communication network. 

 
Figure 1. The framework of the Cyber-physical battery management system. 

(1). Physical world: In the physical world, the V-BMS is used to model, monitor and manage thousands of 
battery packs in EVs in real-time. However, the performance of V-BMS is always not satisfactory, because the 
battery is a complex electrochemical system while the calculation resources and the data volume available in 
V-BMS are limited. Therefore, on the basis of conventional V-BMS, a data transmission module is installed to 
enable the communication ability of V-BMS in the propose cyber-physical battery management system. As a 
result, a communication network in EVs cluster is generated and the information sharing between different EVs 
is realized, as shown in Fig. 1 (down). 
(2). Cyber system: The Cyber system is the most important component of the proposed cyber-physical battery 
management system. The function of which is to build an accurate battery model by utilizing the operation data 
of all grid-connected EVs. The data cleaning module in the Cyber system is used to improve the quality and 
value-density of the battery data, and the cross-validation technology and the GRNN algorithm are employed 
to improve the performance of the module. Then, a cloud database is established to store the battery operation 
data, and the processed real-time battery data is sent and stored in the database. Furthermore, a battery data 
mining model is built in the cloud, and the Deep-learning algorithm is employed to extract the features in the 
dataset and model the battery. 
(3). Communication network: Severed as the bridge between the Cyber system and the physical world, the 
communication network is also an indispensable part of the cyber-physical battery management system. The 
bi-directional link between the cloud and vehicle is performed by the communication network: the real-time 
battery operation data of single EV is uploaded to the cloud, and the estimated battery state and the parameters 
of the established battery model are sent to the actual EVs. 
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The technology of BMS in vehicles [28, 29] and the communication network [30-32] has been well studied 
in previous work, so the establishment of the Cyber system: the data cleaning module and the cloud-based 
battery modeling method are emphasized in the rest part of the paper. 

3. The adaptive data cleaning method for cloud battery data 

The cloud battery data is characterized by large volume, low value density and incomplete, so it is 
necessary to clean the dirty data before establishing the battery model. In this section, an adaptive data cleaning 
method is proposed based on the GRNN algorithm and cross-validation technology. As shown in Fig. 2, the 
whole system can be divided into two parts: The GRNN training model, which is used to simulate the 
characteristics of the battery and thus restore the missing battery data directly; the cross-validation module, 
which is responsible for optimizing the algorithm parameters and improve the performance of data cleaning 
model under temperature variation. 

 
Figure 2. The adaptive data cleaning method for cloud battery data. 

3.1. The GRNN algorithm based fast battery data cleaning method 

The Cyber system needs to monitor and manage thousands of EVs, thus the volume of the battery data set 
is very big and the data cleaning system should process the uploaded battery operation data rapidly to avoid 
the data jamming phenomenon. The GRNN algorithm is proposed by American scholar Donald F. Specht and 
famous for its high nonlinear mapping capability and calculation speed [33]. Therefore, the GRNN algorithm 
is employed in this paper to build the fast battery data cleaning model. As shown in Fig. 3, in the data cleaning 
issue, the GRNN model is used to simulate the following mapping: 
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1f  represents that the format of the mapping when the battery terminal voltage tU  is lost, and the GRNN 
model is used to fill the missing tU  according to the battery SoC value 1,  t tSoC SoC − , current state 1,  t tI I − , 
previous battery voltage state 1tU −  and temperature state tT . Similar with 1f , 2f  is used to fill the missing 
battery current data. 
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In the GRNN algorithm, all the training data and variables are treated as multi-dimensional random 
variables. The regression analysis of the dependent variable Y relative to the independent variable X is regarded 
as finding the Y to maximize the value of the joint probability distribution ( ),f x y . Assuming that the observed 
value of x is X, then the regression value of y relative to x is: 
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Ŷ  is the predicted output of y with the input X. The corresponding ˆ ( , )f X y  can be obtained from the training 
data set, and the observation value of Y can be further obtained by the following formula: 
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∑  is the Gaussian function; p represents the dimension of the random variable, 

σ  is the width coefficient of the Gaussian function called the smoothness factor. 
Equation (3) is a simple calculation expression without any iterative process, thus the training of the GRNN 

model can be regarded as a Gaussian kernel function assignment process, which indicates that the time 
consumption of the model training process can almost be ignored. Compare to the SVR method used in our 
previous work [7] for the data cleaning task, the high calculation speed characteristic of the GRNN algorithm 
enables rapid battery data cleaning without concerning the data jamming phenomenon. 

3.2. The cross-validation technology-based adaptive parameters update 

The built GRNN algorithm-based data cleaning model is able to fill the battery missing data theoretically. 
However, there is still a critical issue still concerning the battery data cleaning model: The battery temperature 
rises with the operation of EVs, and the change of temperature influences the battery characteristics significantly. 
Fortunately, the influence of the change of battery characteristics can be offset by adjusting the hyperparameter 
σ  in GRNN model. The smoothness factor σ  reflects the width coefficient of the Gaussian function, the 
larger the σ , the wider the influence domain of each training data to the new prediction input, the better the 
robustness of the model. This paper proposes a novel algorithm parameter update method to adapt to the 
change of temperature based on cross-validation technology 

To obtain a high-quality prediction model and the most suitable model parameter σ  under temperature 
variation, the K-fold Cross-Validation algorithm is used in our work. As shown in Fig. 4, the training data is 
equally divided into K groups, each sub-group data is used as verified data respectively, and the remaining K-
1 sub-group of data is used as a training set. In this way, under the one set of model parameters, K models can 
be obtained, and the average error of K models is used as the performance characteristic of current model 

 
Figure 3. The structure and computation graph of GRNN algorithm. 
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parameters. The model parameters with the best performance will be updated to the data cleaning model. With 
the operation of the data cleaning model, the above cross-validation process is carried out regularly, and the 
GRNN model parameter is updated adaptively. And in this way, the established battery data cleaning model 
can adapt to the change of temperature, and thus the performance of the data cleaning model can be guaranteed. 

 
Figure 4. The cross-validation technology-based data cleaning model parameter searching method. 

4. Big data driven feature-oriented battery modeling method 

To overcome the under-fitting problem in battery modeling issue, a feature-oriented battery modeling 
method is developed in this section.  

4.1. The Deep belief network-based battery features extraction method  

In this section, the deep belief network and the Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) algorithm are used 
to extract the deep features in the battery dataset, including the complex chemical reactions and group effect of 
the battery pack. The RBM is an undirected graph model, the essence of which is an energy-based generation 
model [34]. The original data is processed in the RBM model until the state of RBM becomes stable, which 
indicates that the output data of RBM is another refined representation of the input data [35]. The diagram of 
RBM is shown in Fig. 5. 

 
Figure 5. The structure of the Restricted Boltzmann Machine. 

The battery data is processed by the RBM unit to further expose the hidden features, and the energy of the 
RBM model can be expressed as: 

( , , ) T T TE v h b v a h h Wvθ = − − −                                    (4) 
Where: 𝑣𝑣 and ℎ are the states of the visible layer (input layer) and hidden layer (output layer) respectively. θ  
represents the parameters of the RBM, including the offset of visible layer and hidden layer 𝑏𝑏 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑎𝑎, and the 
connection weight 𝑊𝑊. According to (2), the joint probability distribution of the RBM input and output under 
state parameter 𝜃𝜃 is: 

( , , )1 1( , | )
( ) ( )
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Where: ( , , )

,
( ) E v h

h v
Z e θθ −= ∑  is the normalization factor. The intention of RBM training is to find a set of 

parameters that maximize the RBM joint probability distribution ( , | )P v h θ . The training methods of RBM, such 
as the Markov chain Monte Carlo method [36] and the Contrastive Divergence method [37], have been well 
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studied, so it will not be described detailed in this section. The Contrastive Divergence method is used in our 
work to train the RBM model. 

The RBM model is stacked to generate a DBN model [38] in our work. With RBM training, the hidden 
features in battery dataset can be exposed, and these supplementary features can help with further training of 
the model and thus mitigate the model under-fitting phenomenon. 

4.2. The features fusion-based battery modeling method 

In this section, on the basis of the established features extraction model, a features fusion method is 
proposed to simulate the battery external characteristics. On the basis of the pre-trained battery features 
extraction model, the whole model is retrained with the labeled battery data by the Error Back Propagation 
algorithm [39]. According to different application requirements and scenarios, the model can be trained to 
terminal voltage estimator (Eq. 7) and SoC estimator (Eq. 8): 

( )1 1 1, , , , ,t t t t t t tU f U SoC SoC I I T− − −=                                 (6) 

( )1 1 1, , , , ,t t t t t t tSoC f SoC U U I I T− − −=                                 (7) 
The supervised training can be regarded as a parameter fine-tuning process, in which the weights and bias of 
the network are adjusted to adapt the corresponding battery external characteristics. And with the extracted 
features of DBN model, the training process network is much easier than the conventional Backing Propagation 
network, and the under-fitting problem can be mitigated significantly. 

5. Result and discussion 

5.1. Experiment dataset description 

To verify the proposed battery data cleaning method and cloud-based battery modeling method, the 
operation data within 6 months of 45 EVs (same type) are collected. The example (within one discharge cycle) 
of the collected data is shown in Fig. 6, which includes the Terminal voltage, the SoC, the temperature and the 
current.  

 
Figure 6. The battery operation data collected by the vehicle battery monitor and management platform. (a) 
Voltage data, (b) current data, (c) SoC data, (d) temperature data within one discharge cycle. 

To better compare the performance of different methods, the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) of 
the estimated battery voltage is calculated based on the rated voltage range of the battery pack in this paper: 

( )( )
v

MAE XMAPE X
R

=                                       (8) 
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Where: ( )MAE X  is the mean absolute error (MAE) of the estimated battery voltage, vR  is the rated voltage 
range of the battery pack. The rated voltage range of the battery is 50V (450V-500V). 

5.2. The results of adaptive cloud battery data cleaning method 

To verify the proposed adaptive data cleaning method, we download the operation data of an EV within 
3 months from the established battery monitoring platform. To calculate the model error and reflect the 
performance of the developed data cleaning method accurately, we manually remove some data points in the 
collected data set to simulate the data missing phenomenon in real world. The manually removed data points 
are stored and used as an accurate value to calculate the MAE and BAE of the established data cleaning model. 
In the missing data imputation experiment, the data loss ratio is assumed as 1/5, and the missing variables are 
the terminal voltage and current.  

The battery temperature changes with the operation of EVs, and the change of temperature influences the 
battery characteristics significantly. Therefore, the operation temperature variation is emphasized in this paper 
to validate the adaptability of the proposed methodologies. The actual operation data of EVs are used to test 
the accuracy of the established data imputation model. To verify the performance the proposed methodology, 
the data imputation error of different methods is compared within different temperature ranges (15℃~20℃, 
20℃~25℃, 25℃~30℃, 30℃~35℃, 35℃~40℃ and 40℃~45℃). The GRNN algorithm is used to filling the 
missing terminal voltage and current data by simulating battery external characteristics. However, the accuracy 
of GRNN model is influenced by temperature variation evidently. As shown in Fig. 7, when the temperature is 
lower than 25℃, the data imputation result is generally higher than the accurate value. In comparison, when 
the temperature is higher than 35℃, the imputation result is generally lower than the accurate value. The cross-
validation technology is used to adaptively update the parameters in GRNN model to adapt to the change of 
battery temperature. Comparing to the conventional GRNN model, the proposed adaptive method can keep 
stable with the change of temperature. With the adaptive laws developed in this paper, the model maximum 
error can be limited to 1.3% under all temperature ranges. Furthermore, the quartiles of the imputation results 
can also be limited within a narrow scope (2%), which indicated the high stability of the adaptive method. 
Meanwhile, the medians of the error can always be kept to close 0% in all temperature ranges, which validates 
that the proposed adaptive model is able to adapt to the change of temperature by updating model parameters 
through cross-validation technology.  

 
Figure 7. The result of missing data imputation experiment under temperature variation. 

5.3. The results of feature-oriented battery modeling method 

The battery modeling method mentioned in Section 4 is used to build the battery model in the cloud, and 
the battery big data described in Section 5.1 is used to verify the effectiveness of the proposed methodologies. 
The data from months 1 to 5 and 6 are used for model training and model verification respectively. To make a 
better comparison of the performance between different models, the terminal voltage is used as the model 
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output (Eq. 6) firstly to evaluate the algorithm dynamic characteristics. And at last, the battery SoC is labeled 
as the model output to validate the established battery model. 

The batteries are with different characteristics at different current levels, and it is usually difficult to 
estimate the battery states at the high current level because of the strong dynamic characteristics, where the 
under-fitting problem always occurs. In this paper, to verify the effectiveness of the proposed feature-oriented 
modeling method, the performances of the battery model under different current levels are compared 
independently. Firstly, according to the distribution of the collected data, the battery discharging current is 
divided into three states: high current state (300-500A), medium current state (100-300A) and low current state 
(0-100A). The model accuracy under different current states is compared in Table I. 

Table I. The comparison of different battery modeling methods under different current states. 

Model 
Neural network model Feature-oriented modeling 

MAE(V) Variance MAE(V) Variance 

High current (300-500A) 1.63 3.7726 0.37 0.2080 

Medium current (100-300A) 0.96 0.8791 0.38 0.2283 

Low current (0-100A) 0.45 0.3127 0.32 0.2109 

Under high current state, the battery owns strong dynamic characteristics, so the conventional neural 
network method can hardly simulate the state of the battery, the model MAE is as high as 1.63v (3.26%). With 
the proposed feature-oriented modeling method, the model MAE is reduced to 0.37v (0.74%). Meanwhile, the 
model variance is reduced from 3.7726 to 0.2080, which indicates that the proposed feature-oriented method 
can improve the stability of the battery model under high current state significantly. In medium current state, 
the battery operation state is relatively stable and the battery characteristics are easily simulated, so the under-
fitting problem is not serious. Comparing to conventional neural network method, the model MAE is reduced 
from 0.92v (1.84%) to 0.38v (0.76%). The effectiveness of the proposed method is evident for improving model 
stability, as shown in Table I, the variance is reduced from 0.8791 to 0.2238. Both models perform well when the 
current is between 0-100A, because the battery state is relatively stable under low current state. 

With the proposed feature-oriented battery data mining method, the under-fitting problem no longer 
poisons the battery model. Fig. 8 shows the battery model accuracy in a complete discharge cycle. The accuracy 
of the conventional neural network-based battery modeling method is not satisfactory, especially under high 
current state, and the model MAE and BAE are 1.57v (3.14%) and 5.32v (10.64%), respectively. The proposed 
feature-oriented battery model realized steady operation in the whole cycle, as model MAE and BAE are 
reduced to 0.45v (0.9%) and 2.54v (5.08%), respectively, which validates the effectiveness of the developed 
battery features mining method. 

 
Figure 8. The prediction error of the established battery model in a complete discharge cycle. 

The essential aim of all battery modeling methods is to estimate the SoC accurately. Therefore, in this paper, 
the proposed feature-oriented modeling method is also employed in SoC estimation. To better illustrate the 
accuracy and stability of the proposed modeling method, 20 discharging cycles are used to test the established 
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battery model. The prediction error of the neural network model and feature-oriented model is compared in 
Table II, and the accuracy of the battery model under different SoC levels (10%~30%, 30%~50%, 50%~70% and 
70%~90%) are used as discrete verified constant to make the comparison more remarkable. With the proposed 
feature-oriented modeling method, the MAPE of the model is reduced by 31.5% in general, which indicates that 
the accuracy of the battery model is improved significantly. Not only the accuracy but also the stability of the 
model is improved remarkably. The BAPE of the feature-oriented model can be limited within 2.5% on all SoC 
levels in our repeated experiment. Furthermore, the error accumulation problem can be mitigated in the 
developed feature-oriented method. As shown in Table II, the model accuracy under low SoC level is improved 
significantly (model BAPE is reduced by 41.9%) with the developed modeling method. The under-fitting 
phenomenon can be mitigated in the feature-oriented model, so the accuracy of which can almost keep stable 
in the whole discharging cycle.  

Table II. The comparison of the model accuracy under different SoC levels. 

SoC level 
Neural network model Feature-oriented model 

MAPE(%) BAPE(%) MAPE(%) BAPE(%) 

70%~90% 1.17 2.44 0.83 1.62 
50%~70% 1.32 2.73 1.06 1.94 
30%~50% 1.84 3.36 1.17 2.15 
10%~30% 2.16 4.25 1.28 2.47 

6. Conclusions 

The Cyber-physical system and the big data technologies are employed in this paper to develop a flexible 
and reliable battery management system for EVs. The defined cyber-physical battery management framework 
is able to deal with and integrate the cloud big data resources effectively, which provides an important data 
foundation for accurate battery modeling and management. The proposed GRNN algorithm and cross-
validation technology-driven data cleaning method are able to restore the dirty data in the cloud battery 
database accurately under temperature variation. The under-fitting phenomenon existing in big data driven 
battery model can be mitigated successfully by the proposed feature-oriented battery modeling method, and 
thus the accuracy and stability of the battery model are improved significantly. The experiment results under 
the real operation of EVs showed that the adaptive battery data cleaning method can work stably under 
temperature changes, the maximum data restoring error can be limited within 1.3%. With the proposed feature-
oriented battery modeling method, the under-fitting phenomenon was mitigated successfully. The SoC 
estimation error was limited within 2.47%, which revealed that the accuracy of the cloud battery model was 
improved significantly. 
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